A new approach based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) for medical image contrast enhancement is presented. The contrast of the input image is enhanced by proposed fusion technique between wavelet based masking using Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) and mask based singular value decomposition. Resolution is enhanced by combining interpolated high frequency sub band and maximum value fused low frequency sub band using mask technique. Experimental results are tested by measuring Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) with other contrast and resolution enhancement techniques. Structural Similarity Index of Measure (SSIM) and Correlation coefficient is also evaluated to encourage the proposed method.
Introduction
The process of improving the image quality without knowing its source of degradation is called image enhancement. The image quality is improved by de-noising process, contrast improvement, preserving brightness, increasing resolution and so on. Image enhancement is one of the growing research fields with having existence in many applications. Satellite images processing, geographic image processing and medical image processing are the some of the areas where image enhancement techniques are used prominently. The contrast and resolution are the key issues in enhancing the digital image. The resolution is improved by interpolation techniques (i.e. the nearest neighbor, bilinear, and bi-cubic) and preserving the edges. A mathematical tool, Discrete Wavelet transforms (DWT) has been used in many applications (1) (2) (3) (4) .
In medical image analysis, contrast enhancement helps to improve the clarity of diagnosis. Contrast enhancement is classified as example based and intensity based (5) (6) enhancements. Intensity based enhancement is again classified as histogram based, transform domain, filtered based and masking based approaches. (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Masking based contrast enhancement with some modification is documented in various papers (15) (16) . Recent approach to enhancement of image has done by Un-Sharpe masking technique, where scale value is used for masking process (17) (18) . Image contrast and brightness enhancement using cuckoo search algorithm based DWT-SVD method (19) (20) (21) (22) have been tried in recent years.
This paper, introduces new method DWT-CS-mask SVD to give better contrast and resolution by preserving edge information. The paper structured as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed method. Section 3 discusses result and discussion and section 4 gives the conclusion of the algorithm.
Proposed method

Image Decomposition
Most of the image processing applications use wavelet transforms because of their inherent properties. It decomposes the image into frequency sub-bands namely LL, LH, HL and HH bands as shown in figure 1. The LL sub band contains illumination information and other sub bands are preserving edge and high frequency information.
Enhanced Image using Cuckoo Search Algorithm (EICSA)
The contrast of the image is improved by wavelet based unsharp masking technique (23) , in which masking formulation obtained by subtracting the scaled reconstructed approximate coefficient and reconstructed low pass signal. The decomposed approximation coefficients are obtained from equation (1) and reconstructed approximate coefficients are obtained using Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transformation (IDWT) as given by Equation (2).
(1)
where, ( 0 , , ) is the approximation coefficient, ( , ) is the input time domain image with discrete variable x,y with the size M x N. 0 , , ( , ) is the scale function and ( , ) is the reconstructed approximation coefficient (24) .
The reconstructed approximation coefficient is scaled using a cuckoo search algorithm and mask is formulated. Wavelet mask is added with original image and obtained output image considered as Enhanced Image using Cuckoo Search Algorithm (EICSA) as shown in the figure 2.
Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm is meta-heuristic optimization algorithm based on captivating reproduction policy of the bird cuckoo developed by Yang and Deb (25) .
Cuckoo lays their eggs in the host bird nest, it doesn't construct nest. If host bird identifies cuckoo egg, it will either rebuilds their nest or they will abandon their eggs.
The CS is based on three idealized rules: a. At a time, each cuckoo lays one egg in a randomly chosen nest. b. Next generation will carry over by best nests with high quality of eggs (solutions). c. The number of available host nests is fixed and a host can discover an alien egg with probability 'pa' ɛ [0 1]. The host birds either abandon the nest or throw the egg away. This implementation is carried by replacing 'pa'. Each egg corresponds to a solution and its fitness is calculated. A new solution generated using Levy flight as given in the equation 3.
where, α is step size. It essentially provides a random walk while random step length is drawn from a Levy distribution as given below
The iterative process continues up to replacement of a not good egg and finding optimum solution (26) . The flow chart of cuckoo search algorithm is shown in the figure 3.
Enhancing Image using SVD (EISVD)
SVD based masking technique proposed in which masking formulation obtained by subtracting inverse singular value decomposition and EICSA image. SVD mask is added with original image and enhanced Image using SVD (EISVD) is obtained as shown in figure 4 . To get inverse singular value decomposition, the original LR image and EICSA image are decomposed by SVD as given in equations (5) and (6).
Here U1, V1, U2 and V2 are the orthogonal matrices. S1 and S2 are diagonal matrices containing intensity information. To enhance the image ᶓ is calculated by LR and EICSA images as given in equation (7).
New image with improved contrast obtained from inverse singular value decomposition [27] as given in equation (8).
Interpolation and inverse process
The resolution of the image is improved by interpolating the obtained sub bands of the image. The high frequency sub bands are interpolated using the factor β and image is obtained through max value based fusion of the EICSA and EISVD image, and is interpolated with factor β/2. After applying bi-cubic interpolation to the intermediate stage, estimated sub bands are created, and then high resolution output image is obtained by applying IDWT, as illustrated in figure. 5. The output image got improved contrast and preserves more high frequency information than the image obtained by direct scaling of reconstructed approximations 
Results and discussion
In this section, experimental results are discussed, and compared with the results obtained by using various methods for medical and ordinary images.
1. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of proposed method with medical image 2. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of proposed method with ordinary image.
Medical image qualitative and quantitative analysis
The performance of the proposed method is analysed using images of brain MR, face XR, MRI and ribs. Figure 6 shows original image, reconstructed approximation matrix, EICSA, EISVD and output image. The LL sub band of the original low resolution image is reconstructed as wavelet based low pass filtered image using equation 2. The EICSA and EISVD images are obtained by masking formulation; both the images are having acceptable visual information and its contrast also enhanced. The image fusion has done by considering maximum value from both of the EICSA and EISVD images. The resultant image is contrast enhanced image. The bi-cubic interpolation method is applied to all sub bands and it makes the entire DWT sub bands to same size, high resolution image obtained by IDWT process. The output image provides enhanced contrast and resolution than the original image. In figure 7 , original and enhanced image of the face XR, MRI and ribs are shown. The quantitative analysis is carried out by comparing the results with existing methods in terms of PSNR (27) and is given in the figure 9 . The result of PSNR shows that, proposed method shows improvements over the previous work. Table 2 contains SSIM value, Correlation coefficient and AMBE values show the performance of the proposed algorithm for contrast enhancement. 
Qualitative and quantitative analysis of ordinary images
The proposed algorithm is tested for different format of ordinary images, Lena, Woman, Jet Plane, Boat, Cat and Pepper. The qualitative analyses of the enhanced images are shown in the figure 8. In addition to qualitative evaluation, proposed method compared with various techniques like HE, BBHE, DSIHE, RSIHE (28) using PSNR measurement are shown in the figure 10 . The list of SSIM, correlation coefficient values and AMBE values to encourage the performance of the proposed method are given in Table 3 .
Figures and tables
Conclusions
In this paper, wavelet based contrast and resolution enhancement technique is proposed. For contrast improvement cuckoo search algorithm is used to get optimum scale value and SVD method is used to improve intensity of the image, both are followed by masking technique to obtain overall enhanced image. Maximum contrast enhancement achieved by applying maximum value fusion technique and resolution improved by applying interpolation method. The performance of the algorithm was studied by processing medical and ordinary image, experimental study of the PSNR, SSIM, AMBE and correlation coefficient values show that proposed method generates good quality visual outputs and higher performance. 
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